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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The goal of studying nuclear physics is to understand the structure and reactions of
protons and neutrons, that make up the the nucleus of an atom. Protons and neutrons interact with each other via the strong nuclear force. Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is
the theory which describes the physics pertaining to the strong force[1]. The strength of
this force is determined by a coupling constant. Since the Hamiltonian can be split into the
kinetic part ant the interaction part the coupling constant describes the relative strength
between the kinetic and interaction part. This helps in setting up a hierarchy of approximation based on the importance and strength of the coupling constants usually denoted by
g.
In QCD the interactions satisfy several symmetry principles. The symmetries imply
conservation laws, in particular conserved currents. For example, invariance with respect
to continuous transformations i.e., translational symmetry, imply momentum conservation;
time invariance, imply conservation in energy and rotational symmetry imply conservation
of angular momentum. QCD has other symmetries, in particular SU (3) gauge symmetry
associated with color charge. Further, it is essentially a single parameter theory. This is
so because, as a frst approximation the masses of the light quarks are too small and the
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masses of the heavy quarks are too large. This means that if the masses of the light quarks
are set to zero and the masses of the heavy quarks set to infnity then the only parameter
in the QCD is the coupling constant g. The coupling constant is a dimensionless parameter, whose magnitude depends upon the energy scale of the process considered. It has
been shown theoretically and experimentally that the coupling gets weaker at higher energies [2, 1]. At energies relevant to nuclear structure and reactions, the coupling is large.
This large g prevents pencil and paper calculations.
Analysis of QCD is complicated, hence many methods to calculate physical observables in QCD have been developed such as, perturbative QCD, effective feld theory, lattice
QCD etc., but these methods are limited to certain kinematic regions. The work presented
here has been done combining effective feld theory and lattice numerical methods.

1.1

Effective Field Theory
In nuclear physics Effective feld theory (EFT) is a tool which helps in describing the

interactions of particles only in terms of the nucleon felds and its derivatives [3]. For the
nucleon system at energies below the mass of the pion mπ ∼ 140 MeV, the EFT would
only include the non-relativistic nucleon felds and photons [4]. EFT can be discussed in
the context of Wilsonian renormalization [5] where the process of integrating out successive layers of short distance degrees of freedom is made systematic. In practice, however,
one adopts a bottom up approach. In this, one frst identifes the low energy degrees of
freedom, namely photons and nucleons in our case and the symmetries relevant at low
energies like Galilean invariance, charge conservation and conservation of angular mo2

mentum. Then one constructs the most general set of interactions with the low energy
felds constrained by the symmetries. Finally, one organizes these different interactions
using dimensional analysis.
For specifc problems EFT may be written down which give quantitatively correct results in certain limits. These may then be obtained as systematic expansions in some
parameter of the QCD Lagrangian. For example, if there is a single mass scale Λ in the
microscopic theory, then the EFT can be seen as an expansion in 1/Λ. The construction of
an EFT accurate to some power of 1/Λ requires a new set of free parameters at each order
of the expansion in 1/Λ. This technique is useful for scattering or other processes where
the maximum momentum scale k satisfes the condition k/Λ 1. When the momenta of
the particles is much less than the pion mass [6], then chiral symmetry breaking will appear
huge and pions could be treated as heavy particles. In the low energy theory we consider
Λ ∼ mπ .
We study proton-proton scattering which is a vital phenomenon, as this is one of the
key reactions in the sun [7]. The energy produced in the sun is due to the fusion of protons
and deutrons which converts the Hydrogen to Helium. This is especially a dominant reaction in all stars of the size of the sun or smaller. For the fusion of protons to occur, their
kinetic energy (i.e. temperature) must be greater to overcome the Coulomb repulsion. At
solar energy, the Coulomb effects play a dominant role.
The EFT analysis of the two-nucleon system is complicated by the existence of other
length scales [2], in particular the S-wave scattering lengths, which are many times longer
than the pion Compton wavelength, this necessitates certain modifcations to the dimen3

sional analysis. The existence of large scattering lengths implies that the underlying physics
at short distance is both non-perturbative and fnely tuned, in the sense that the interactions
must be near a critical value. In Weinbergs original work [8] a power counting scheme was
proposed that involved summing a particular infnite class of Feynman graphs at each order
in the expansion. Weingberg’s work inspired the use of EFT in nuclear physics. This power
counting scheme has been explained and expanded by Kaplan, Savage and Wise [9] to analyze nucleon-nucleon scattering. Proton-proton scattering was one of the frst process to be
studied experimentally using particle accelerators. Landau and Smorodinski [10] were the
frst ones to construct a formalism to distinguish the electromagnetic interactions from the
strong interactions. This work was expanded by Bethe [11] in terms of providing a generalized effective range expansion for the low-energy phase shift for proton-proton scattering.
The present work uses the results of these methods as described by Kong and Ravndal [12]
and applies them to compute the phase shift due to Coulomb effects in proton-proton scattering analytically. These are then compared with the Coulomb subtracted phase shifts
computed numerically on a lattice.

1.2

The Lattice Method
The analytical solution of low energy QCD is diffcult and in most cases even impos-

sible due to the non-linear nature of the strong force, hence lattice QCD provides a good
framework to model many physical systems. In physics, a lattice is described as the discretzation of space and time, where each point on the lattice grid represents a point in space
and time. In QCD, the lattice is a very useful way of solving non-perturbative problems
4

involving nucleons, where, if the lattice spacing is taken to be small, the system would
represent the continuum as the lattice points would then be infnitesimally close together.
Although in many cases the lattice theories are not exactly solvable, they have a huge appeal as they can be simulated on a computer [13].
While working on a lattice, we always introduce a cut-off momentum 1/b, where b [14]
is the lattice spacing, that regularizes the theory. This makes lattice QCD mathematically
well-defned. Hence reducing the lattice spacing, one hopes to perform larger simulations
which could recover the behavior of the system in continuum.
Lattice QCD calculations are mostly limited to single nucleon systems. Nuclear structure calculations of larger nuclei with mass number of the order of A ∼ 10 from a microscopic description starting from interactions between protons and neutrons are technically
challenging. No-Core Shell Model[15, 16, 17], variation Monte Carlo [18] and couple
cluster methods [19] have been used to perform ab initio calculations. A recent addition to
this is lattice EFT.
Lattice methods need not be limited to QCD. Combining lattice methods with EFT,
progress has been made where ground state properties of nuclei with mass number, A ≤ 28
have been calculated [20]. However, most ab initio calculations have been limited to calculating ground state properties.
In this work, we present a calculation that will enable scattering calculations involving
nuclei for lattice EFT. Lattice calculation of elastic and inelastic reactions have only been
carried out recently [21, 22]. The typical nuclear reactions can be written as a + b → c + d,
where a, b, c, d are nuclear clusters. The general strategy involves two parts. First, we
5

calculate an effective two body Hamiltonian between two of the interacting clusters using
projection Monte Carlo method. This effective Hamiltonian is short ranged. Second, we
calculate the nuclear reaction using the short range Hamiltonian. There are several possibilities one of which was formulated in Ref. [22]. Here we consider the scattering calculation
between two nuclear clusters that carry electric charge. We include Coulomb effects for the
frst time in a lattice scattering calculation. We consider the particularly simple yet important and illuminating problem of proton-proton scattering. It has suffcient complexities in
that the strong and the Coulomb interactions are both non-perturbative to test the effcacy
of the lattice methods. Moreover, this reaction is crucial in the study of the physics beyond
the Standard Model of particle physics [23].
Lattice EFT has an attractive feature that the systematic errors are well quantifed.
These are lattice spacing dependence and fnite volume corrections, and these can be improved systematically. Some theoretical work has also been done to study these errors (see,
for example, Refs. [24, 25, 26, 27, 28]). The use of EFT with lattice methods has another
advantage of making quantitative connections with QCD on a solid theoretical foundation.

6

CHAPTER 2
SCATTERING

In Quantum Mechanics one of the central equation is the Schrödinger wave equation [29], which describes the time evolution of a system of particles under the infuence of
an interaction. The solutions which interest us are the ones which describe the motion of
the particles. The paradigmatic architecture of a scattering experiment is described below
(Fig. 2.1). A beam of particles either massive (electrons, neutrons, muons, atoms, etc.), or
a quanta of electromagnetic radiation is generated at a source on the left, and then directed
onto a target. The kinematic information about the source beam is stored in a set of quantum numbers k. For example, k ≡ (p, σ) may comprise the information of the incoming
particle’s momentum p, and their spin σ . In most cases we consider k as the momentum.
The particles carry energy according to a dispersion relation (k) [30].
The scenario under consideration, as in most problems, is that of two or more particles
coming together from an infnite distance away. These then collide or interact which can
lead to the particles either being destroyed or new particles being created. After interactions these particles then fy away to infnity. The solutions must describe the motion of the
free particles at infnity and help us compute the probabilities of different reactions involving creation and decays of particles if it occurs. This setup is used for solving most of the

7

short ranged interactions [31], except Coulomb interaction which requires a different approach that we discuss later. While studying scattering one has to calculate a few important
parameters like the scattering amplitude, the scattering cross-section and the phase shift.
There are two main methods of studying scattering the Born approximation and the partial wave analysis method. The present study uses the partial wave method which exploits
phase shifts to compute the scattering.

Target

Detector

Incident beam
θ

Figure 2.1
A schematic diagram for a scattering experiment
A schematic diagram for a scattering experiment with a fxed target. The incident particles come in from the left and hit the target. The scattered particles
are detected using a detector, which measures the number of scattered particles per incoming particles at a set angle θ.

2.1

Lagrangian
For proton momenta smaller than the pion mass, relevant to solar energies, we can inte-

grate out all the other felds including the pion feld. Hence the effective Lagrangian would
only involve the non-relativistic proton feld ψ and derivatives thereof [32], besides the
photons. It must also satisfy the symmetries at low energies, such as, parity, time-reversal
8

and Galilean invariance. The Lagrangian can be written as a series of operators with increasing dimensions. In the limit where the energy goes to zero, the interactions of the
lowest dimensions will dominate. Hence for proton-proton interaction without Coulomb
effects, the Lagrangian can be written as,
L = ψ † (i∂0 +

r2
)ψ
2M

−

C0
(ψσ2 ψ)† (ψσ2 ψ),
4

(2.1)

where M = 938.3 MeV is the proton mass. This Lagrangian describes interaction in the
spin singlet and lowest partial wave S = 0 channel. This Lagrangian only represents
the strong interaction where the potential is described as VS = C0 δ(~r). To include the
Coulomb effects to the non-relativistic theory we introduce covariant derivatives which
amounts to minimal substitution of momentum by gauge invariance.
∂µ → ∂µ + ieAµ ,

(2.2)

where e is the charge of the proton and Aµ represents the photon felds. We use the
Coulomb gauge. The Coulomb potential is given by Vc (~r) = αr , where α =

2.2

e2
4π

[33, 12].

Partial wave method and Phase Shifts
The Born approximation is a perturbation used for solving scattering by an extended

body. It is accurate if the scattered feld is small compared to the incident feld [29], but a
more general method for solving scattering problems is the partial wave method.
From classical mechanics we know that a particle moving in a central potential experiences no torque (about the potential origin), and therefore conserves angular momentum.
In the quantum case angular momentum is quantized, and the scattering does not change
9

the angular momentum quantum number l. Partial waves proceeds by expanding the incident and scattered fuxes in a basis set of distinct angular momentum. The angular parts
of this basis are unaffected by the scattering, thus we need to consider only the radial part
of the problem. Moreover, for a conservative potential, the energy of the particles is unaffected, thus the magnitude of the incoming and outgoing momenta are the same.
For a spherically symmetric potential angular part of the Hamiltonian remains the same
as that of a free particle because the potential V (r) is independent of the angles, θ and φ.
This means the radial part of the Schrödinger equation which we solve is:
µ
d2 ul (r) l(l + 1)
(r)
+
2
[E − V (r)]ul (r) = 0,
−
u
l
r2
~
dr2

(2.3)

where ul = rψl (r) and ψl (r) is the radial wave function [29]. If we look at the limit
r → ∞, where the detector in any experiment would be stationed, we fnd V (r → ∞) = 0,
for a short ranged potential, and so ψl (kr → ∞) describes a free particle. The free particle
solution is described by the spherical Bessel function jl (kr) (Fig. 2.2), at large distances
jl ∼

sin(kr)
.
kr

In the presence of a short ranged potential at large distances the radial solution

has the same form upto a phase. We can write the radial wave function as:
sin(kr − l π2 + δl )
kr
sin(kr − l π2 ) cos(δl ) + cos(kr − l π2 ) sin(δl )
=
.
kr

ψl (kr) =

(2.4)
(2.5)

The only effect the potential would have on the particle would be to change the phase
by δl of the plane wave. Although we can get exact energies for all momenta, in principle,
the partial wave method is most useful for studying low energy scattering. At low energy
for the particle to have a large momentum the impact parameter must be high, therefore
10

higher angular momentum would miss the potential, so we need to consider only fewer
waves with low momentum (in our case l = 0), for all others we can safely assume δl ' 0.
Since we only consider the frst term in the partial wave expansion, this process is known
as S-wave scattering. The S-wave scattering is the dominant one in proton fusion at solar
energies [34].

Figure 2.2
The radial wave function for a short range interaction
The radial wave function for a short range interaction. This plot represents
spherical Bessel function j0 (kr) plotted against kr. As we can see the points
where the function is zero are the poles of j0 . We identify the frst pole with the
spherical wall boundary.
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Now we explain a method involving a hard spherical wall that can be used to calculate the
phase shift in a box with periodic boundary conditions [35]. Consider a hard wall potential
of radius R given by (Fig. 2.3)
Vwall = V∞ Θ(r − R),

(2.6)

where V∞ is very large and positive in magnitude. As such for r > R the wave function
must vanish. In the case of the free theory, without interaction, ψl (r) → jl . Thus at the
boundary jl (kR) is zero and kR represents a pole of the spherical Bessel function. With
the interaction, the general solution includes the regular and irregular Bessel functions and,
ψl (kr) = cos(δl )jl (kr) − sin(δl )yl (kr).

(2.7)

At the boundary the wave function must still vanish and this gives us,
δl = arctan

2.3

h

jl (kR
yl (kR)

i

.

(2.8)

Coulomb Wave Functions
In this section we describe how to calculate the phase shift in the presence of the

Coulomb interaction. It is known that at low energies one needs to resum the Coulomb
ladder (instantaneous photon exchange between protons). Each new rung in the ladder
involves a factor of

αM
.
p

Thus for p < αM the problem is non perturbative [7, 10].

In the Coulomb scattering problem we can not use the method described above directly.
This is because Coulomb is a long ranged potential ( ∼ 1r ). This means that the assumptions
we made about the wave functions becoming asymptotically free particle wave functions
12

cannot be made. The Coulomb interaction between charged particles like protons could be
felt no matter how far apart the particles are.
To solve this, one uses the so called Coulomb wave functions [36] instead of using
the spherical Bessel functions. A hard spherical wall is imposed [35] at a radius R on the
lattice and the properties of standing waves are used to calculate the Coulomb phase shift
at that radius R. The spherical wall removes the copies of the two particle interactions due
the periodic box. The wave functions are calculated at r beyond the range of the strong
interaction. The Coulomb wave functions can be described as [36],
Fl =
Gl =

Γ(m−κ+ 12 )
Γ(2m+1)
Γ( 12 +m−κ)

e

iπ

∗e2κ e

−iπ
(1/2+m)
2

−iπ
(1/2−m+κ)
2

Mκ,m (z),

Wκ,m (z) + iFl (z).

(2.9)
(2.10)

Γ( 12 +m−κ)

Here Mκ,m (z) and Wκ,m (z) are the Whittaker functions, which can be defned in terms of
Hypergeometric functions. The parameters ρ, η, κ, z and m can be defned as [36],
ρ=

pr,

(2.11)

η=

Mα
,
2p

(2.12)

κ=

iη,

(2.13)

z=

2iρ,

(2.14)

m = l + 12 .
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(2.15)

These parameters are evaluated at r = R.
From the asymptotic behavior of Fl and Gl , near the origin ρ ' 0,
Fl ∼ ρl+1 ,

(2.16)

ρ−l .

(2.17)

Gl ∼

We see that Fl is regular and Gl is irregular at the origin. At large ρ the Coulomb wave
functions can be described as:


Fl ∼ sin σl − l π2 − η ln(2ρ) + ρ ,

(2.18)



Gl ∼ cos σl − l π2 − η ln(2ρ) + ρ .

(2.19)

If we want to compute the phase shift for the purely Coulomb interaction. Then the wave
function ψl must be regular at the origin and must vanish at the wall. Thus ψl ∼ Fl . For a
vanishing wave function at the boundary r = R, we get
σl =




π + l π2 + η log(2ρ) + ρ r=R ,

(2.20)

which is used to calculate the phase shift for the purely Coulomb interaction on the lattice
later. For the strong and Coulomb interaction, the wave function is,
ψl = cos δl Fl + sin δl Gl ,

(2.21)

From this we can calculate the phase shift for Coulomb and strong interactions as:


−Fl (ρ, η)
δ = arctan
Gl (ρ, η)

14


.
r=R

(2.22)

Next we present the analytical results to compare with the numerical calculations from
the lattice. The analytical phase shift is derived by frst calculating the scattering amplitude,
A, which for a strong interaction can be done as [12],
A(p) = −

4π
1
,
M p cot δ − ip

(2.23)

that gives us the the effective range expansion for the phase shift as:
1 1
p cot δ = − + r0 p2 + . . . ,
a 2

(2.24)

where a is the scattering length, which if known can be used to calculate the phase shift.
At low energies the Coulomb interaction will dominate hence we must add a correction
term to the scattering amplitude. This can be computed using the counting rules of Kaplan
and Savage and Wise [9]. This gives us:

δA ' C0

M
Q2

2

e 2 Q5
αM
= C0
.
2
Q 4πM
Q

(2.25)

Here the Q is the characteristic momentum (in our case p in the center of mass frame). For
momentum p <

αM
,
2

the perturbation theory would break down as the Coulomb repulsion

would be too strong. Hence, we need to add the Coulomb term in a non-perturbative
way [7, 12]. As mentioned before in the low energy limit when p →0, the Coulomb
interaction dominates, the effective range expansion does not apply to this phase shift as
explained by Bethe [11]. The generalized result for the phase shift can be expressed as [12]
Cη2 p(cot δ − i) + αM H(η) = −

1
1
+ r0 p2 + ...,
aC 2

(2.26)

where C2η is the Sommerfeld repulsion factor while aC = 7.82 fm is the S-wave Coulomb
modifed scattering length for protons and r0 is the effective range expansion parameter.
15

We set r0 = 0 in our leading order calculations in EFT. In the case of proton-proton
scattering, the Coulomb potential is repulsive, the function H(η) is given by [12] :
H(η) = ψ(iη) +

1
− ln(iη),
2iη

(2.27)

where the ψ function is the logarithmic derivative of the Gamma-function also known as
a polygamma function. It represents the effects of the Coulomb force at short distances.
Notice that we can write:
Im ψ(iη) =

1
π
+ coth(πη)
2η 2

(2.28)

We see that Im H(η) = Cη2 /2η and the imaginary parts in (eq.2.26) cancel out, hence the
left hand side of the equation is real and can be used for phenomenological analysis. These
are essentially the expressions which we shall be using in this study. We have now described two distinct ways of calculating the phase shift. One, using the wave functions and
calculating the Coulomb phase shift (eq.2.20 and eq.2.21) and the other using the known
analytic results (eq. 2.26). Before using them we will have to defne our system on a lattice
to be able to carry out the required calculations, which we do in the next chapter.
The importance of studying scattering process in physics can not be exaggerated. Almost all of our current knowledge on atomic and nuclear physics has been discovered by
some scattering experiment, e.g., Rutherford’s discovery of the nucleus, the discovery of
quarks, etc.

16

Figure 2.3
Lattice with a spherical wall
A periodic lattice with a hard spherical wall of radius Rwall [35].
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CHAPTER 3
LATTICE

Now that we have described the analysis of the problem and the tools we would use to
solve it, we proceed to the set up of the problem on the lattice. We would frst construct the
Hamiltonian of the system on the lattice and include periodic boundary conditions on the
lattice. Then we would defne R on the lattice as the radius of the hard wall. The energies
computed from this Hamiltonian can be used for further analysis.

3.1

Hamiltonian
In Quantum Mechanics each measurable, has an associated operator which when ap-

plied to a system gives the measured quantity. These operators must be Hermitian operators having real eigenvalues and the measured quantities are the eigenvalues. Thus one
can evaluate the value of the observed physical quantity and calculate the probability of
its occurrence. The Hamiltonian is the operator corresponding to the total energy of the
system, and its eigenvalues represent the possible outcomes if one were to experimentally
measure the energy. It is represented as Ĥ . The Hamiltonian can be written as the sum of

18

the kinetic energy of the particles and the potential energy of the system. For two particle
systems:
Ĥ =T + V (r, t),
T =

pˆ2
,
M

(3.1)
(3.2)

where p̂ is the momentum operator and V (r, t) is the inter particle potential. Ĥ is closely
related to the time evolution of the system, hence it is of fundamental importance to quantum mechanics as it can be used to express real systems.
In the continuum theory, the Ĥ operator is used to solve the Schrödinger equation
written as:
Ĥ|ψi = E|ψi,

(3.3)

here we write the kinetic energy T , the same way as 3.2 but the momentum operator is
defned as:
~
p̂ =i~5,
T =−

~2 52
,
2M

(3.4)
(3.5)

~ is the gradient operator and 52 is the Laplacian operator and ψ(r, t) is the wave
where 5
function.
To discretize Ĥ we need to be able to defne the kinetic and potential energy on the different points of the lattice. The kinetic operator is easy to defne using the fnite difference
method. But here we need to be careful to incorporate the periodic boundary conditions on
~ ) = ψ(~r), where L is the size of the periodic lattice. This would essenthe matrix, ψ(~r + L
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tially make the last term in a row the same as the one before the frst term. For example,
the 1-dimensional Laplacian is defned as,
fn00 (x) = fn−1 (x) + fn+1 (x) − 2fn (x),

(3.6)

where n is the lattice point. For a 1-D lattice with fve lattice points we get:

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
2
5 = ⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

⎤
−2
1
0
0
1

1

0

0

1 ⎥
⎥
⎥
−2 1
0
0 ⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
1 −2 1
0 ⎥
⎥.
⎥
⎥
0
1 −2 1 ⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
0
0
1 −2

(3.7)

Similarly this can be done for 3 dimensions which would make the matrix size L3 × L3 .
We construct the Hamiltonian as follows: we defne an index m = (0, 1, 2, . . . , L3 −
1)from which we can defne the x, y and z coordinates as:
m =nx + ny L + nz L2 ,

(3.8)

r2 =nx2 + ny2 + nz2 .

(3.9)

The potential operator requires us to defne the r coordinate which would enable us to
defne every point on the lattice. This can be done from the x, y and z coordinates of the
lattice:
nx =mod(m, L),

(3.10)

ny =mod((m − nx )/L, L),

(3.11)

nz =mod((m − ny ∗ L − nx )/L2 , L),

(3.12)
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Using this one can defne the nearest neighbors of each point in the x, y and z coordinates. For the x derivative.
rxp =nz L2 + ny L + mod(nx+1 , L),

(3.13)

rxm =nz L2 + ny L + mod(nx−1 , L).

(3.14)

Now we can write the kinetic operator by frst constructing a matrix by writing these
spatial terms in order, which gives us the discrete Hamiltonian on the lattice for a free particle. We can then add the potential term, which would include either the strong interaction
or the Coulomb interaction or both. In the next section we will look at the interaction terms
and how to add them to the lattice.

3.2

Strong Interaction
We start with a system which has no interaction. The Hamiltonian for this system

is the same as that for a free particle. Next, we add the strong interaction which can be
represented by C0 δ(r). On the lattice we can represent it as a Kronecker delta with having
non-zero value only at one point on the lattice (in our case the frst point or the origin)
C0 δ(~r) → C0 δr,0 . This strong interaction would produce a phase shift as described before.
We calculate the energy from the lattice and use it to calculate the phase shift using the
spherical Bessel function as described in Chapter 2.

3.3

Coulomb Interaction
Now that we know how to deal with the strong interaction, we must now consider the

Coulomb interaction, represented by αr . To defne this on the lattice, one must frst defne
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r−1 on the lattice. For this we use our defnition of r as described in the previous section.
On the lattice we need to include the periodic boundary conditions,
r2 =min(n1x2 , (L − n1x)2 ) + min(n1y 2 , (L − n1y)2 ) + min(n1z 2 , (L − n1z)2 ).
(3.15)
To fnd r−1 we take the inverse square root of the above term. We must be careful with
this potential as it goes to infnity at the origin, i.e., the frst term of this matrix would be ∞.
Hence we introduce a cut-off and make the potential fnite at the origin, say D0 . Using this
Hamiltonian we can calculate the energies from the lattice and use it to calculate the phase
shifts as described in the previous chapter. Just like before, the idea is to fnd the value of
D0 such that the numerically calculated phase shifts agree with the analytical results.
σl = Arg[Γ(1 + iη)]

(3.16)

Here σl represents the phase shift due to purely Coulomb interaction.

3.3.1

Phase Shift from Lattice

In the previous chapter we described how to compute the phase shift, we will now use
that to compute the phase shift from the lattice. To do this, we need to add one additional
step to account for the fnite lattice spacing effects, which means we need to redefne Rwall
by determining the pole of the spherical Bessel function, j0 (kR), using the eigenvalues
calculated on the lattice.
For this we calculate the eigenvalue (energy) from of the free Hamiltonian and then
calculate Rwall from jl (kRwall ) = 0. This defnes Rwall on the lattice for a given R. The
continuum Rwall is shown to be quite close to the chosen R for the small lattice spacing we
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use. To calculate the purely Coulomb phase shift we calculate the eigenvalue EC =

2
kC
2M

in

the presence of the Coulomb interaction. To calculate the phase shift from the strong and
Coulomb we calculate ESC =

2
kSC
2M

in the presence of strong and Coulomb interactions.

Note, that we consider only the lowest eigenvalues which corresponds to the S-wave. The
higher eigenvalues can be classifed on the basis of the higher angular momenta [35].
We have already discussed the analytical results in previous chapters. Next, we will
look at the numerical results calculated from the lattice.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS

We did the calculations for a box size of L = 55 and lattice spacing of b = 1/100
MeV−1 and b = 1/200 MeV−1 separately. The value of R can be changed and the phase
shift for different radii can be compared to the analytical results. Here we computed the
phase shift for R = 12, R = 15, R = 18 and R = 21 in lattice units. Note that for a smaller
R the momentum, k of the system is larger, we see that the numerical phase shifts tend to
deviate from the analytical results as lattice discretization error is large for k ∼ 1/b.
We need to bear in mind that the lattice spacing in the calculations are fnite and we
cannot assume b → 0. To overcome this problem we calculate the momentum from the
energies of the free Hamiltonian as discussed, and use that to calculate the pole of the
wave function jl (kRwall ) which gives Rwall that is approximately equal to R. As we have
imposed a hard wall around the lattice, this pole should give us the correct value of Rwall
which we can use to calculate the other parameters required to fnd the phase shifts. The
hard wall also removes copies of the two particle interactions due to the periodic box [35].

4.1

Purely Coulomb Interaction
For the purely Coulomb interaction, we tuned the value of C0 = 0.01685 in lattice

units for both b = 1/200 MeV−1 , giving a phase shift of σ = −2.01895◦ , and b = 1/100
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MeV−1 , giving a phase shift of σ = −4.73828◦ , at radius R = 15. Using this coupling
we calculted the phase shift for other R (or momentum k) which matched well with the
analytical results, see fg. 4.1. Note that C0 did not change with change in lattice spacing
b. The purely Coulomb phase shift drops to 0 with increasing momentum, as in this region
the Coulomb interaction is perturbative.

Figure 4.1
Phase Shifts due to purely Coulomb interaction
The phase shifts due to purely Coulomb interactions. The triangular points are
lattice data at b = 1/200 MeV−1 and the diamond shaped points are lattice
data points at b = 1/100 MeV−1 . The solid curve represents the analytical
phase shifts.

4.2 Strong and Coulomb Interaction
Here we tune the value of D0 to reproduce the analytic phase shift for strong and
Coulomb interactions accurately. We fnd that D0 = −0.40465 in lattice units at b =
1/100 MeV−1 gives a phase shift of δ = 32.167◦ for radius of the wall R = 15 and
D0 = −0.830298 in lattice units at b = 1/200 MeV−1 for R = 15 gives a phase shift of
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δ = 57.6142◦ . Using these couplings we generate phase shifts for other R (or momentum
k) in fg.4.2. One must note that the D0 calculated here essentially represents a sum of
D0 and C0 because they both contribute to the Hamiltonian linearly. Unlike the purely
Coulomb case, the coupling D0 depends on the lattice spacing. This arises because while
the purely Coulomb interaction has no inherent physical scale, the strong interaction coupling C0 has mass dimension −2 in physical units. The physical value of C0 is set by the
short distance scale which on the lattice is the lattice spacing b.
The phase shifts match with the analytical results for an interaction, D0 as mentioned
above, with an error of 1%. The S-wave phase shift were calculated with the lowest energy
of the system as described earlier. For a given R the momentum (or energy) of the system
increases with decrease in lattice spacing b as expected since R would correspond to a
smaller radius in physical units. With a smaller radius the data deviates from the analytical
results. This could be due to lattice discretization errors. Small radius R corresponds to
high momentum, and the scattering at high momentum is sensitive to details of the interaction at short distance which in our case is a lattice regularized interaction. The values of the
numerical phase are accurate for a radius greater than R = 10. Future work should explore
this in more detail working with smaller lattice spacing b. Another possibility would be to
improve the lattice implementation of the Laplacian operator by including next-to-nearest
terms in the fnite difference method of calculating derivatives.
We have done our calculations in continuous time but the same principles should hold
for discretized time used in Monte Carlo simulations on the periodic lattice.
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Figure 4.2
Phase Shifts due to Coulomb and strong interactions
The plot represents the phase shifts due to strong and Coulomb interaction
plotted as a function of momentum. The solid curve represents the analytical
results. The diamonds are the numerically calculated lattice phase shifts for
lattice spacing b = 1/100 M eV −1 and the triangles represent data for b =
1
M eV −1 .
200
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

One of the major goals of nuclear physics has been to understand nuclear structures
and reactions from a fundamental interaction of QCD. Several problems require information from non-perturbative QCD to get a full understanding, which is usually very diffcult.
On the other hand, lattice QCD calculations are mostly limited to single nucleon system.
EFT is useful in calculations involving few nucleons [21, 20]. Beyond few nuclei, mass
number A ∼ 10, the calculations are very challenging. In many cases working within
certain kinematic regions and using numerical techniques to solve problems becomes very
useful. Hence, lattice EFT is an important tool to understand and compute the different
properties of the nuclei.
Although a recent development, lattice EFT is a maturing feld and already many calculations have been done to describe the properties of nuclei of mass number A ≤ 28 [22].
Lattice EFT has the attractive feature that the systematic errors are well quantifed. These
are lattice spacing dependence and fnite volume corrections, and these can be improved
systematically. The use of EFT with lattice method has the other advantage of making
quantitative connections with QCD on a solid theoretical foundation.
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What has been missing in lattice EFT is calculations of elastic and inelastic scattering
on the lattice that involve the Coulomb effects. Recently, formulation for elastics and
inelastic lattice EFT calculations has been proposed in [37, 38]. This proposal holds
the promise for calculating multi channel nuclear scattering and reactions in lattice EFT.
In Ref [21] the scattering of n − d has been done at low energy. The capture reaction
n + p → d + γ was calculated in Ref [22]. An outstanding issue still remains the Coulomb
scattering between charged particles.
In this study we have described proton-proton scattering using lattice EFT. We have
calculated the purely Coulomb and the so called Coulomb subtracted phase shift, σl and
δl , respectively. The numerical results agree quite well with the known analytical results.
This shows that Coulomb effects can be accurately described in lattice EFT calculations.
The work presented in this thesis opens the door for future studies of nuclear interactions
of heavier nuclei on the lattice.
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